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Abstract Investigations on the microstructural and elec-

trical properties of a glassceramic system: (100 - x)

[0.4Li2O - 0.1GeO2 - 0.6P2O5] ? x [20 h ball milled

Ga2O3] (0 B x B 10 mol%, in the regular steps of

2 mol%) via high-energy ball milling technique are

reported. XRD spectra of LGePG glassceramic samples

were identified major crystalline phases such as Li3Ge2(-

PO4)3 (NASICON-type phase), Ga2Li3(PO3)7 and GeO2

from the major diffraction peaks. Bulk conductivity of all

these samples was measured for the powder-compressed

pellets by ac impedance method. The correlation of log(r)
and M00 peaks suggests the presence of single conduction

mechanism in the LGePG glassceramic samples. The

results are discussed in the light of degree of crystallization

of lithium phosphate glass network.

Keywords Glasses � X-ray diffraction � Electrical
properties

Introduction

Recently, solid-state glassceramic electrolytes when pre-

cipitated with superionic nanocrystals, they got attracted

because of their remarkable electrical conductivity (Al-

Hartomy et al. 2013; Fanelli et al. 2011; El-Desoky 2010).

Among the oxide and sulfide-based glassceramic elec-

trolytes, the ionic conductivity of sulfide-based compounds

is superior over oxide based counter parts. However, sul-

fides are not chemically stable over longer durations than

oxides (Kim et al. 2008, Kim and Jeong 2011). Oxide-

based glassceramic electrolytes are highly preferred

because they posses excellent chemical and mechanical

stability even under heavy loads, nevertheless, their ionic

conductivity barely meets the required power densities of

the cell (Kim et al. 2008, Kim and Jeong 2011; Hayashi

et al. 2012). On the other hand, NASICON-based glass-

ceramic type structure was given top priority as it facili-

tates the fast diffusion pathways for monovalent ions which

is the necessary and sufficient condition for boosting the

conductivity at least by two orders (He et al. 2014).

Though, several routes were taking place to enhance

ionic conductivity amorphous electrolyte materials, pre-

cipitation of nanocrystals in the glass and glassceramic

materials via high-energy ball milling was regarded as

highly efficient choice, where nanoscaled powders of

electrodes directly mixed with electrolytes, leads to reduce

the interfacial resistance and also surface modification

under room temperature and normal pressure (Kang et al.

2003; Xu and Gao 2004; Lam et al. 2004; Dell et al. 2007;

Reddy et al. 2012). Furthermore, it is also to be noted

down that the uniform distribution of fine grains of

nanocrystalline phases in the glass and glassceramic

structure can significantly produce fast diffusion path ways

and hence, desirable ionic conductivity is expected to

achieve (Dell et al. 2007; Reddy et al. 2012). Ga2O3 is a

good chemically and thermally stable material whose

quantum size effects will influence largely on Li–Ge–P

network for its high Li ion conductivity, thermal stability,

and physical properties (Prasad et al. 2005). On the other
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hand, the role of GeO2 in this glassceramic matrix sig-

nificantly improves the phase immiscibility during its

transition from glass to the glassceramic matrix which is a

fundamental property to control the degree of crystalliza-

tion. In view of this, correlation between the mechanism

of crystallization and its electrical transport is worthwhile

to discuss for the use in the high-energy density applica-

tions (Prasad et al. 2005).

We have already reported in our investigation that the

estimated mean sizes for the 20 h ball milled Ga2O3

nanocrystallites are obtained by using the Scherrer’s for-

mula for half width of the diffraction peaks of the all the in

the lithium titatanate phosphate glass ceramic samples vary

in between 12 and 17 nm along with little larger clusters

*20–50 nm in size for the 20 h ball mill which was

chosen for dispersion in L–Ge–P glassceramic matrix.

However, beyond 20 h the powder gets strained (Reddy

et al. 2012).

Experimental

The glassceramic samples with general formulae:

(100 - x) [0.4Li2O - 0.1GeO2 - 0.6P2O5] ? x [20 h

ball milled Ga2O3]; (0 B x B 10 mol%, in the steps of

2 mol%) have been synthesized by high-energy ball mil-

ling technique, labeled as LGePGx (where x is the mol%

of 40 h ball milled Ga2O3) from the mixtures of analytical

reagent-grade chemicals of Li2CO3, P2O5, GeO2 and

Ga2O3. Glassceramic samples are prepared by heating the

mechanically milled glasses over their crystallization

temperatures. The synthesis procedure to conceive final

powders and their green pellets is as published from our

laboratory (Reddy et al. 2012). Green pellets thus obtained

were sintered over their crystalline temperatures at 2 �C/
min and then cooled down to room temperature in the

furnace without any plateau stage. The DTA traces were

recorded in the temperature range of 300–1300 K using

analytical grade Al2O3 as a reference material by using

DT-30 Schimadzu thermal analyzer (error ±2 K) in

flowing nitrogen by heating at 20 K/min. The degree of

crystallization of phases was studied by XRD method

using PANanalytical Diffractometer B.V fitted with Cu

target (both Ka1 ? a2 wavelengths) and Ni filter at 40 kV

and 30 mA (2h range). The electrical conductivity studies

were carried out using a computer-controlled Solatron

1260 Impedance/Gain phase analyzer with pellet speci-

mens of 10 mm diameter and about 3 mm thick. The

silver coating was applied on both sides of pellet. Mea-

surements were made conducted in the frequency range of

10–106 Hz at room temperature and as well as tempera-

tures from 303 to 423 K with a 10 K temperature step in

dry Ar atmosphere.

Results and discussion

DTA patterns obtained for all the LGePG glassceramic

samples are shown in the Fig. 1. It is to be noted that

crystallization phenomenon can be treated as an exother-

mic process in glasses and glassceramic materials in view

of the fact that the free energy of crystalline phase is lower

than that of glassy phase. The exothermic peak related to

the crystallization temperatures Tc (tangent at the inflexion

point) for the possible crystalline phases varies from 877 to

841 K. Where as endothermic related to glass transition Tg
(intercept of the base line) changes from 802 to 751 K from

the sample LGePG0 to LGePG6, however, from LGePG8 to

LGePG10, the trend is reversed. The glass transition tem-

perature (Tg) decreases from LGePG0 to LGePG6 which

shows their increasing trend of de-polymerization. How-

ever, increasing trend in the lattice strain is indicated by the

increase in the glass transition temperature (Tg) from the

LGePG6 (751 K) to LGePG10 (791 K). Nevertheless, the

glass stability parameter (Kgl) is a good estimate of the

glass forming tendency; higher is Kgl value, more stable is

the glass and less critical is the quenching rate. It can be

calculated from the DTA parameters using the relation

Fig. 1 DTA traces of for all the LGePG glassceramic samples
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(Kgl = (Tc - Tg)/(Tm - Tc)) and it should be noted down

that for good glass forming systems, the value of Kgl should

be greater than or equal to unity (Hruby 1972). The details

of DTA parameters for all the LGePG samples are listed in

Table 1. The decreasing trend in the value of Kgl from

LGePG0 (0.620) to LGePG6 (0.579), denotes the decrease

in the degree of de-polymerization, however, from LGePG8

to LGePG10, Kgl is observed to increase. Though the Kgl of

LGePG6 is low compared to other samples of LGePG

series, it has become our choice of interest because of two

reasons: (a) low glass transition temperature (751 K) that

would exhibit the good electrical properties, (b) optimum

degree of crystallization by the precipitation of nanocrys-

tallne phases which would yield correlation between the

mean bond strength and cross-link density of the glassce-

ramic networks. Hence, the transformation of amorphous

phase (dis-order) into crystalline (order) expected to

influence largely on the conduction features as a function

of DTA parameters.

Our earlier investigation reported that Ga2O3 crystallites

after 20 h of milling were precipitated with crystalline

phases with optimum crystallization in glassceramic matrix

(Reddy et al. 2012). XRD powder diffraction patterns were

obtained on all the LGePG glassceramic samples at room

temperature is to determine the phase compositions (Fig. 2).

Broad crystalline peaks together with other broad and weak

clusters of peaks centered at various 2hs in the patterns of all
the samples attributed to the secondary phases with variable

intensity. The nanocrystalline phases such as LiGe2(PO4)3
(NASICON type) and, Ga2Li3(PO3)7 were identified from

major diffraction peaks of LGePG samples (Reddy et al.

2015) and these phases were justified by the first and second

exothermic peaks in DTA traces (Fig. 1). Nevertheless,

there are some weak peaks corresponding to the GeO2 phase

and some very weak peaks which are yet to be identified.

The NASICON-type phase of LiGe2(PO4)3 is observed

predominantly as depicted in Fig. 2, and its intensity

increases with Ga2O3 content. Distances between XRD

peaks of the samples and the horizontal axis were measured

at various 2hs (JCPDS File, Card no: 80-1922). The volume

fraction of crystallization and relative to other for all the

LGePG glassceramic samples was obtained by the Ohlberg

and Strickler equation (Ohlbeg and Stricklet 1962). The

average percentage of crystallization at various 2hs in all the
LGePG glassceramic samples is shown in Table 2. The

aluminum is absent in this type of phase and there is an

every possibility for the partial substitution of ions having

similar ionic radii such as Ge4? by Al3? during the trans-

formation of glass into glassceramics which induces more

Li? ions into the crystal structure, leading to boost the ionic

conductivity in the present LGePG glass system. However,

the massive crystallization in these glassceramic samples

resulting to reduce the conducting features. One more con-

ducting phase Ga2Li3(PO3)7 was also recorded in all the

LGePG glassceramic samples which boosts up the electrical

conductivity in addition with NASICON-type phase which

appears as second exothermic peak in DTA trace (Fig. 1).

On the other hand, the GeO2 phase is identified as the most

insulating phase, whose intensity is almost constant for all

the samples of LGePG glassceramic system (Kim et al.

2006). As shown in Table 2, the secondary GeO2 phase has

Table 1 Summary of DTA data for all the samples of LGePG

glassceramic samples

Sample Tg (K) DT (Tc - Tg (K) Kgl = (Tc - Tg)/

(Tm - Tc)

LGePG0 620 40 0.620

LGePG2 612 36 0.609

LGePG4 601 33 0.592

LGePG6 583 28 0.579

LGePG8 592 30 0.598

LGePG10 608 35 0.611

The best result is set in bold

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of all the LGePG glassceramic samples

Table 2 Average percentages of crystallization at various 2hs for

LGePG glassceramic samples

Sample Avg. percentage crystallization

LGePG0 –

LGePG2 33.6

LGePG4 43.5

LGePG6 58.9

LGePG8 67.2

LGePG10 78.2

The best result is set in bold
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appeared with small volume fraction (2.58 %) out of the

average crystallization percentage of NASICON-type phase

in LGePG6 sample (Table 3) which does not affect much on

the overall mechanism of crystallization of glass. The

analysis reflects that the predominant NASICON-type phase

(LiGe2(PO4)3) which has been characterized as rhombohe-

dral crystal system with a unit cell of dimensions

a = 8.2643 Å, b = 8.2645 Å, c = 2.5681 Å and b =

98.99�, which is in agreement with the reported data (JCPDS

card) and space group R3c. However, correlation between

the quantitative volume fraction of crystalline phases

(Table 3) and their electrical features of the LGePG glass-

ceramic samples will be discussed in the next section.

SEM images of some samples are crucial to analyse

crystallization behavior by considering the phase and

microstructural details (Fig. 3). It can be seen from the

Fig. 3, that crystalline phase appears with white region

where as residual glass phase appears with black region.

Figure 3a, c shows the presence of agglomerated grain like

crystallites (170–300 nm) of major crystalline phases

Table 3 Most important crystallographic parameters for crystalline phases for the highest conducting sample (LGePG6)

Phase Unit cell parameters Quantitative volume

fraction (%)
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

LiGe2(PO4)3 8.2643 8.2645 2.5681 88.93

Ga2Li3(PO3)7 7.6503 7.6503 7.1230 8.49

GeO2 5.0012 5.0012 5.5780 2.58

Fig. 3 SEM images of some a LGePG2, b LGePG6, c LGePG10 glassceramic samples
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[LiGe2(PO4)3 (NASICON type), and Ga2Li3(PO3)7] pre-

cipitated along the grain boundaries. SEM image of

LGePG6 glassceramic sample (Fig. 3b) revealed the pres-

ence of interconnected fine and uniform grain crystallites

(110–170 nm) of all the as mentioned major crystalline

phases which are uniformly dispersed in the glass matrix

and separated by well-developed grain boundaries

throughout the micrograph. XRD pattern (Fig. 2) justified

these grain-like crystallites belong to the major crystalline

phases [LiGe2(PO4)3 (NASICON type), and Ga2Li3(-

PO3)7]. Nevertheless, it can be seen from Fig. 3b that the

crystal growth of crystallites is optimum and distributed by

connective tissues of the LGePG6 glassceramic matrix

among all the samples under investigation. On the other

hand, crystal growth of the crystallites is not perfect and

uniform for rest of all other samples as synthesized. To get

better conducting features via the presence of the ionically

conductive, interfacial region between the glassy matrix

and devitrified crystalline grain, further investigations

require on the heat treatment schedule around the glass

transition temperature (Tc) of these LGePG glassceramic

samples.

The electrical properties of as synthesized glass and

glassceramic samples were monitored using impedance

spectroscopy (Kupracz et al. 2015). This technique is rel-

atively powerful to investigate the dynamics of mobile

charges in the bulk or interfacial regions of any kind of

materials which operates an alternating current with vari-

able frequency. The impedance data obtained were fitted to

nonlinear least-square method. Here, the electrical prop-

erties can be associated to a parallel resistance and

capacitance circuit corresponding to equivalent to the

individual component of the materials (i.e., bulk and grain

boundary) represents a semicircle and therefore bulk

response of the sample is detected. Hence, the bulk con-

ductivity may be evaluated for all the LGePG glassceramic

samples from the impedance spectrum using the relation

rb ¼ t=ðR � AÞ ð1Þ

where R is the bulk resistance which was determined from

the intersection of the semicircle with the real axis of the

impedance Z0; t the thickness, and A the surface area of the

sample and is achieved to be highest for LGePG6 sample

(r = 8.31 9 10-04 S/cm) at 303 K (Fig. 4). Composi-

tional dependence of glass stability parameter (Kgl) and

bulk conductivity (rb) for all the LGePG glassceramic

samples are depicted in Fig. 4. The lowest value of glass

stability parameter (Kgl) for the highest conducting

LGePG6 sample indicates that optimum degree of its

crystallization achieved by the precipitation of nanocrys-

talline phases boosting the conductivity features as justified

by XRD patterns and SEM images (Milankovic et al. 1997;

Garbarczyk et al. 2006).

The Nyquist plots between (Z00 vs Z0) for all the LGePG
glassceramic samples measured at 303 K and for highest

conducting sample LGePG6 at different temperatures are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The impedance spectrum was found

to exhibit single semicircular arc which shows that the

electrical properties of present samples arises due to bulk

effects. Bulk conductivity of all the glassceramic samples at

different temperatures (303–423 K) is obtained by using the

resistance (R) obtained from the analyzed impedance data

and pellet dimensions. It can be seen that increase in tem-

perature caused the impedance semicircles to be shifted to

lower and lower Z0 values which indicates the decrease in

the resistive property of the material (Fig. 6).

The conductivity data are fitted to the Arrhenius

equation

rdc ¼ r0 exp �Ear=kTð Þ ð2Þ

r0 is the pre exponential factor and Ear, k and T are the

activation energy for the conduction, Boltzman’s constant

Fig. 4 Variation of glass forming ability parameter (Kgl) and log(r)
(at 303 K) with nanocrystal Ga2O3 (mol%) for all the LGePG samples

Fig. 5 Complex impedance spectra (Z00 vs Z0) for all the LGePG

glassceramic samples at 303 K
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(1.3806 9 10-22 J/K) and absolute temperature,

respectively. The activation energy for conduction (Ear)

was calculated from the slope of the straight lines obtained

when the data is plotted against 1000/T of all the

glassceramic samples. The slope is calculated as follows.

(-Ear/kT) is the slope and Eq. (2) can be written as

ln rð Þ ¼ ln Að Þslope 1

T

� �
ð3Þ

and the value of slope can be calculated from the linear

graph of ln(r) vs 1
T
as follows

Slope ¼ D lnðrÞ
D 1

T

ð4Þ

The activation energy for conduction (Ear) is now

calculated as Ear = -k 9 slope. The slope being negative,

a positive value of Ear is obtained.

The compositional dependence of activation energy for

conduction (Ear) for all the LGePG glassceramic samples

at 303 K is shown in the Fig. 7. It is observed that the

activation energy is found to be the lowest for the highest

conducting sample LGePG6 (Fig. 7) and it does not show

the nonlinear behavior of conductivity which reveals that

the variation of mobile Li? ion conductivity is directly

related to the percentage of crystallization (Panmand et al.

2010; Raghavan and Rao 1996; Xiaoxiong et al. 2006). The

same has been justified by the intensity and broadening of

XRD peaks of LGePG6 among all the samples under

investigation with optimum crystallization (58.9 %).

Hence, the increased mobility of Li? ions in addition to the

percentage of crystallization plays a vital role in boosting

the conductivity of the LGePG series of samples (Heitjansa

et al. 2008; Garbarczyk et al. 2006).

The frequency-dependent electrical conductivity fulfills

the power-law equation

rac ¼ ro þ Axs ð5Þ

where characteristic parameter ‘s’ lies in between zero and

one and decreases slightly with increasing temperature. In

general, the low-frequency part of the conductivity is

frequency independent and the frequency-independent

conductivity (ro) is obtained by extrapolation of the

conductivity approaches to the frequency as zero.

Conductivity exhibits the dispersion at the high-frequency

region and increases in a power-law fashion (Nobre and

Lafendri 2001). AC conductivity plots as a function of

frequency for all the LGePG samples at 303 K are shown in

Fig. 8. It is to be noted down that change in the slope of ac

conductivity with frequency concludes domination of grain

resistance over grain boundary resistance for a particular

temperature (Sambasiva Rao et al. 2008). The small

deviation from rdc in the frequency-independent part of the

conductivity reflects the influence of electrode polarization

in the glassceramic samples. Critical frequency is frequency

(xp = fo), at which the conductivity deviates from the

frequency-independent part. The shift in the critical

frequency towards higher frequency side on increasing

Fig. 6 Impedance spectra (Z00 vs Z0) for the highest conducting

sample LGePG6 at different temperatures (303–423 K)

Fig. 7 Compositional dependence of activation energy for conduc-

tion (Ear) and characteristic parameter (s) measured at 303 K

Fig. 8 Log(r) versus log(f) plots for all the LGePG glassceramic

samples measured at 303 K
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temperature is a little more obvious for the ac conductivity of

LGePG6 at different temperatures (Fig. 9). Nevertheless, the

relation between frequency-independent conductivityr0 and
the critical frequency (fo) can be represented by the following

equation:

ro ¼ Kfo; ð6Þ

where K = (Ne2a2/kT)mc(1 - c), is the empirical constant

that depends on the concentration of mobile ions, temper-

ature and the conduction mechanism (Jain et al. 1993). In

the equation for K, m is the geometrical factor which

includes the correlated factor, c is the concentration of

mobile ions on N equivalent lattices per unit volume, a is

the hopping distance, e is the electronic charge, T is

absolute temperature and k is Boltzman’s constant. The

relaxation effects begin to appear at the critical frequency

(fo), which moves towards the higher frequency with an

increase in the temperature of the measurement. Further, it

is observed that the critical frequency (fo) is thermally

activated with the same activation energy as that of the

conductivity r0T (Verhoef and den Hartog 1994).

Compositional dependence of characteristic parameter

(s) is known to be material dependent and its value is

observed to be the lowest for highest conducting sample

LGePG6 (Fig. 7). A summary of the electrical conductiv-

ity, activation energy and characteristic parameters is given

in Table 4. The frequency-independent part and dependent

parts of the conductivity may be explained by long-range

transport of Li? ions and diffusion controlled relaxation

model (Elliot and Owens 1994).

To explore the further information about the dependence

of the ion transport on the composition, temperature, struc-

ture, and also on the concentration of the charge carriers, the

ac conductivity data obtained at various temperatures for

LGePG6 at different temperatures have been scaled and are

presented in the inset of Fig. 9 (Karmakar et al. 2009). Per-

fect overlapping of normalized imaginary part of AC con-

ductivity plots of LGePG samples suggested the conduction

transport mechanism to be temperature independent. The

contribution of highly conductive phases such asNASICON-

type phase of LiGe2(PO4)3 in addition with another con-

ducting phase Ga2Li3(PO3)7 is boosting the ac conductivity

from LGePG0 to LGePG6 (Kun et al. 2011). On the other

hand, the highest conductivity is achieved to be

(r = 8.31 9 10-04 S/cm) for LGePG6 sample which is

expected due to the optimum percentage of crystallization

58.9 % (Table 2) and the presence of uniform distribution of

conducting crystalline phases. However, the massive crys-

tallization results to decrease the conductivity from LGePG8

to LGePG10 (Garbarczyk et al. 2006). In this process, we

have monitored variation of imaginary permittivity (e00) with
frequency, where the imaginary part e00 is exceeded by the dc
conductivity and will not be discussed further and hence, the

modulus formalism was used for the further analysis.

Electrical modulus formulation is a convenient tool to

explore electrical transport phenomenon of the material.

Also, it pacifies the noise of extrinsic relaxation often used

in the analysis of electrode polarization and bulk phe-

nomena such as average conductivity relaxation times sr of
ionically conducting glasses (Mc Crum et al. 1967;

Moynihan 1994; Moynihan et al. 1973).

It is speculated that the simultaneous application of both

impedance (Z00 vs Z0) and modulus (M00 vsM0) spectroscopy

Fig. 9 Log(r) versus log(f) plots for highest conducting sample

LGePG6 at different temperatures (303–423 K). Inset shows normal-

ized plots of electrical conductivity for highest conducting sample

LGePG6 at different temperatures (303–423 K)

Table 4 Summary of conductivity (r), activation energy (Ear and Eas) characteristic parameter (s) and stretched exponent (b) and relaxation

time (s) of LGePG glassceramic samples

Glass r (303 K) S/cm Ear (eV) s (303 K) Eas (eV) b (303 J) s (10-6 s) 303 K

LGePG0 (6.96 ± 0.81)E-06 0.655 ± 0.007 0.598 0.648 ± 0.005 0.551 2.52

LGePG2 (3.43 ± 0.74)E-05 0.649 ± 0.005 0.588 0.64 ± 0.006 0.539 2.21

LGePG4 (1.56 ± 0.89)E-04 0.633 ± 0.006 0.572 0.632 ± 0.004 0.522 1.78

LGePG6 (8.31 – 0.79)E-04 0.621 – 0.008 0.559 0.618 – 0.001 0.518 1.57

LGePG8 (1.56 ± 0.91)E-04 0.629 ± 0.003 0.566 0.622 ± 0.006 0.529 1.42

LGePG10 (6.96 ± 0.93)E-06 0.641 ± 0.007 0.577 0.644 ± 0.003 0.534 1.26

The best result is set in bold
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would deal to rationalize the dielectric properties (Sinclair

and West 1989, 1997). In view of technological impor-

tance, we have analysed both electrical conductivity and

modulus formalisms simultaneously, in this investigation.

Figures 10 and 11 show the frequency dependence of

imaginary part of electric modulus M00 for all the LGePG

samples at 303 K and for highest conducting sample

LGePG6 at different temperatures (303–423 K). The L00

value is observed to be constant (L00
max) at a relaxation

frequency (fmax) and the peak L00
max symmetrically shifts

towards higher frequencies with increasing temperatures

(Fig. 11). This behavior suggests that the dielectric relax-

ation is not the usual thermally activated type in which

hopping mechanism of charge carriers dominates

intrinsically. From Fig. 10, the relaxation frequency (fmax)

corresponding to the maximum in L00 curves and the

relaxation time s, calculated using the relation s = 1/2p
fmax at different temperatures can be obtained and pre-

sented in Table 4. Nevertheless, the activation energy for

the conductivity relaxation Eas for all the LGePG samples

was calculated from the relaxation time plots and the val-

ues of Eas and Ear are in good agreement with each other

(Table 4) which suggest that the ionic-hopping mechanism

responsible for the relaxation is the same as that for the

conductivity (Chowdari et al. 1990). In principle, full width

half maximum (b) can be calculated by the width at the

half maxima for any bell shaped curve and the same

method was adopted for all the frequency-dependent

electrical modulus curves (Fig. 10). The full width half

maximum (b) and characteristic relaxation time (s) of L00

peaks are given in Table 4. The value of b is lowest for the

highest conducting sample LGePG6, which justifies its

optimum percentage of crystallization as supported in the

XRD analysis leading to modify the conductivity in the

neighborhood of conduction path. The overlap of critical

frequency (fo) of log(r) peaks and relaxation frequency of

and L00 peaks for the highest conducting sample LGePG6

at different temperatures (323, 363 and 423 K) have been

demonstrated to be a result from the same mechanism and

this result is further confirmed that the two processes are

closely correlated with each other (Fig. 12). As the tem-

perature increases, the same corresponding peak shifts to a

higher frequency but they present the same characteristic

relaxation time at specific temperatures. Nevertheless, the

peak in log(r) is slightly shifted to a higher frequency with

respect to the L00 peak position in all LGePG samples

which suggests the presence of possibly more than one

mechanism but this contribution does not influence the

overall conductivity response that much as it was deter-

mined that the activation energies calculated from the

conductivity curves and those of the relaxation were

Fig. 10 Electric modulus (M00) versus log(f) plots for all the LGePG

glassceramic samples measured at 303 K. Inset shows the composi-

tional dependence of variation of activation energy for relaxation

(Eas) and fmax measured at 303 K

Fig. 11 Electric modulus (M00) versus log(f) plots the highest

conducting glass ceramic sample LGePG6 measured at at different

temperatures (303–423 K). Normalized plots of electric modulus of

the highest conducting sample (LGePG6) at different temperatures

303–423 K

Fig. 12 Frequency (log f) vs bulk conductivity (log r) and imaginary

part of electric modulus (M00) at three different temperatures (323, 363

and 423 K) of LGePG6
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essentially the same. This is supported by master curves in

the normalized plots of electric modulus spectra (inset of

Fig. 11), which suggests that the dynamical relaxation

processes in the LGePG samples is temperature indepen-

dent. The b values show that the conductivity relaxation is

to be highly nonexponential with increasing temperature

(Table 4).

Conclusions

The lowest value of Kgl for the glassceramic sample LGePG6

(0.517), denotes the decrease in the degree of de-polymer-

ization which possesses fast diffusion pathways, leading to

achieve good compatibility between electrodes. XRDpatterns

pointed out that the LGePG6 sample exhibits the optimum

crystallization of nanocrystalline phases such as LiGe2(PO4)3
(NASICON type), Ga2Li3(PO3)7 from major diffraction

peaks. SEM pictures revealed that LGePG6 glassceramic

sample is observed to be interconnected fine and uniform

crystallites of major crystalline phases (LiGe2(PO4)3 (NASI-

CON type), Ga2Li3(PO3)7) which are uniformly dispersed in

the glass matrix and separated by well-developed grain

boundaries which is justified by XRD pattern. The bulk con-

ductivity is achieved to be the highest for LGePG6 sample

(8.31 9 10-04 S/cm). TheM00 spectra shows non-Debye type
relaxation and shift to higher frequency side for the sample

LGePG6 with the highest conductivity due to the increase of

mobile charge carriers and the same would be applicable for

all the other samples under investigation.Themodulus scaling

spectra show that the dynamical relaxation processes is tem-

perature independent for a particular composition. The b
exponent value indicates that the conductivity relaxation is

highly nonexponential (Table 4).
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